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Abstract The requirements for automated handing of business process and its monitoring usually have a proprietary form for each enterprise. Unlike the conventional database transaction, business process takes long time for its completion and incorporates very complex handling logics along with business situations. Since those handling logics are frequently changing in accordance with the business policies or environment, enterprises want to integrally capture the whole business semantics while monitoring those process instances. In this paper, we adopted GMA(Grid Monitoring Architecture) for the integrated monitoring of business processes. The GMA(Grid Monitoring Architecture) is a very scalable architecture to effectively monitor and manage monitoring information under the heterogeneous environment. By introducing complex event handling features into GMA to support various processing logics, we could implement a system that enables automated execution and high-level monitoring of business processes.

1. Introduction

It is generally accepted that the performance monitoring for business transaction system is one of the important software components in the enterprise environment. Since the performance degradation of enterprise system or even worse the system failure strictly affects enterprise’s revenue, it is mandatory to monitor the system’s performance in real time and response proactively before those problems[1, 2, 3]. However,
monitoring for business transactions is a very challenging task in the enterprise environment.

Unlike the database transaction that usually completes within a millisecond, business process takes long time for its completion, and incorporates very complex handling logics along with business cases and situations. Consider a typical order handling process. Once a quote is accepted by the customer who issued quote request to a company, corresponding order can be placed to the company, and subsequent manufacturing activities are scheduled. After the production of the ordered items, shipping for delivery is scheduled. This process also continues to the invoice and remittance handling. The whole order processing may take days or even weeks and sub-activities are semantically connected. The meaning of semantically connected indicates that sub-activities are connected not by hard-coded logics but by causal relationships. What is even worse with the order processing is that it can be revoked during the process under certain conditions. Even the completed order can be revoked, and causes compensation transaction to occur. In addition to this long running feature of semantically connected sub-activities, business transaction usually accompanies large volumes of data and human intervention. In case of order processing, item description and status report document are usually accompanied in a human-readable format. These documents are quite voluminous compared with the data volume in typical database transaction. Due to all those factors, handling logics for business process are very complex and hard to implements, and those handling logics are frequently changing in accordance with the business policies or environment.

With all above difficulties, monitoring for those business transactions becomes a challenging task and enterprises want a system that integrally captures the whole business semantics while monitoring those business process instances. To handle these monitoring issues, various architectures and technologies have been suggested. Among them, there is a Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA) that is developed by Performance Working Group of Global Grid Forum (GGF) as an open architecture for technically heterogeneous system’s monitoring[4, 5]. GMA has very simple and high-level monitoring structure that can cover wide variety of systems. Though this high-level structure can provide extensibility, on the other hand it lacks some significantly required factors for enterprise system’s monitoring.

In this paper, we suggest an extended monitoring architecture that provides complex event handling over GMA to support business processes. This paper is composed as follows. In section 2, we introduce some previous researches. In section 3, an overview of GMA is given in detail with its limitations for business process monitoring. In section 4, our extension to GMA and its implementation is described. Finally, in section 5, we conclude our research.

2. Related Researches

2.1 Grid Monitoring Architecture

As is described in the previous section, GMA is a general monitoring and management architecture for high-performance distributed computing. Though this generality of GMA provides the architecture higher level of extensibility, it is often pointed out as a main cause of ambiguousness that makes it hard to implement the architecture for specific domains[5, 6].

The GMA consists of three types of components. Figure 1 shows these components with their interactions. A producer which is often referred to as performance event source is any component which sends events to a consumer. The opposite is a consumer which receives event data from a producer. Consumer is often called performance event sink. An event is a typed collection of data with a specific structure that is defined by an event
schema. A directory service contains information about producers and consumers that accept requests. Producers publish their existence in a directory service and consumers can use this information to locate producers of interest. Once a consumer subscribes to a producer, then it can receive performance data from the producer[4, 5, 6].

A producer can use a directory service to discover consumers of interest as well. Either a producer or a consumer can initiate the interaction to a discovered peer. In either case, performance event data is always sent directly from a producer to a consumer with no further intervention of directory service[4, 5].

Besides above three components, GMA also suggests intermediary component to provide compound services and to shun a heavy workload for a producer. Intermediary is a compound component that is both consumer and producer. In the figure 1, 'Monitoring Service X' is an intermediary that combines two producers' events and provides derived performance events to other consumer. Other typical example of intermediary can be a broadcaster that relays a producer's events to other consumers. Via these intermediaries, we can easily enrich monitoring services that operate on the GMA.

Many researches and projects have been done over GMA such as pyGMA, GrADS, AutoPilot and R-GMA. In those researches, several extensions to GMA have been applied to monitoring systems of various application domains including nuclear physics, network monitoring, and job accounting in virtual organization[5, 7-9].

2.2 Complex event handling

To support complex processing logics in a dynamic business process, a monitoring system that is capable of tracing business semantics over distributed environment is required. Among the distributed architectures, SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) and EDA(Event Driven Architecture) are highlighted nowadays. In the table 1, several features of SOA and EDA are compared with each other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>SOA</th>
<th>EDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>interaction</td>
<td>1:N</td>
<td>N/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initiator</td>
<td>client(consumer)</td>
<td>receiver(producer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addressing</td>
<td>direct/indirect</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collaboration</td>
<td>pull</td>
<td>push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow control</td>
<td>sequential</td>
<td>dynamic/parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communication</td>
<td>synchronous</td>
<td>asynchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coupling</td>
<td>loosely coupled</td>
<td>highly decoupled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under SOA, each component describes its own services and access method via WSDL (Web Service Description Language) standard, and registers this description to a standardized directory called UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration). Once a user component finds target component via UDDI lookup, then it can call the services directly to that registered component[10, 11]. It can be said that the essence of SOA lies in the whole standardization of service description, registry and invocation. If SOA focuses on the sequential invocation of services on the component web, EDA focuses on the production, detection, and consumption of every event. An event can be defined as a significant change in the state of component. EDA, by design, allows applications to be more responsive to changes of state, and is generally believed to be more acceptable for asynchronous environments.

Figure 2 shows how the individual components are organized to complete a service transaction. In the SOA environment, this can be done by 1:1 service call between components that sequentially cooperate in a synchronized request-response way. On the other hand, in the EDA environment, each component asynchronously performs specific function according to the events generated. Events are triggered by component and can be notified to one or more components.

Components that are notified those events can subsequently trigger other events as well. As we can see in the figure 2, events can join together in the middle of propagation, or an event can be split into multiple events. Along these event propagation chains, service can be collectively completed by the functionalities of highly decoupled components. This kind of complex event
handling is generally referred to as CEP (Complex Event Processing), and widely used in various application domains including grid and cloud computing[12-16].
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[Fig. 2] Service composition in the SOA and EDA

Nowadays, EDSOA (Event-Driven SOA) or SOA 2.0 is widely discussed as a next generation architecture that enriches SOA with event handling feature.

3. Limitation of GMA

In fact, GMA introduces just a simple architectural design that performance data are generated by producer and are consumed by consumer. Performance data are consumed in a way of query/response, publish/subscribe and notification. GMA states consumption of events, but it does not clearly mention how they are really defined and processed. As is described earlier, event processing is a very crucial element in the monitoring of business process, so the exact mechanism to support event handling is mandatory to implement those systems over GMA.

From the perspective of system monitor, query/response method is an interface to get information of interest by providing necessary conditions. GMA, however, lacks specification of meta-data for describing the query. In order to specify query conditions, meta-data, which is called schema, is needed to describe queried data.

Publish/subscribe is an asynchronous approach to receive performance data by subscribing to producer in advance. This interface can be used for a monitoring application to continuously trace the changes in the system. By scattering an event to multiple subscribers, we can implement fork of an event with publish/subscribe interface.

In the notification, once a consumer registers its necessary condition to a producer, that producer notifies corresponding events to the consumer when the condition is met. In a sense, notification is a conditional publish/subscribe approach. Publish/subscribe and notification approaches are basically 1:1 asynchronous communication. However, we can extend this interaction to N:1. If we use intermediary to subscribe multiple producers then we can emulate N:1 interaction by attaching a new notification request to this intermediary.

With basic GMA interactions, EXCLUSIVE-OR branching is not possible, because the publish operation distributes an event to all subscribers. History-based processing of accumulated events is also a problem under GMA. If we want to fire a critical event for every five minor events, it seems very hard to be implemented. Extending those basic GMA interactions to support N:1 and N:M is somewhat cumbersome, so it is needed to extend basic GMA interfaces.

4. Extending GMA with CEP

As is depicted in the above section, there exist two limitations in the GMA. The first is that producers do not provide meta-data interface for the performance data which they generate. Description of condition for querying, subscribing and notifying events cannot be done without meta-data interface. The second is that with a simple pattern of 1:1 asynchronous interaction, it is very hard to correspond to diversifying monitoring requests. Thus, a more comprehensive and expanded architecture is required.
4.1 Meta-data interface

Providing meta-data interface can be done in two different ways. The first approach is to register meta-data together with producer's event publication information when a producer registers its event publication information to the directory service. The other approach is to provide meta-data query service in the producer interface.

The former approach that consults directory service for meta-data whenever a performance data is required can degrade the performance of the directory service. Workload on the directory service can be enormously increased as the number of producer grows, and thus can bring about service latency. In that sense, the latter approach is practically more preferable.


It is desirable to standardize the description method of performance meta-data just like WSDL in the SOA. In this paper, we chose WSDL to describe performance meta-data. Of course, it can be vary based on the user’s request.

4.2 Extended interaction with CEP

To overcome the simple event handling mechanism of GMA, applying the CEP concept of EDA which supports various events handling mechanism is required.

In the CEP, all the events of enterprise system are generated in either the middleware layer, application layer or business process layer. Once an event is issued, lower level event can affect to the occurrence of higher level event. The relationships between low level and high level event can be causal, sequential, aggregation or so.

David Luckham who first introduced CEP concept suggested Event Processing Agent (EPA) as a software module that connects the generation of low level event to that of high level event[12]. Actually EPA can be made with a rule engine that detects the occurrence of pre-described condition by analyzing the patterns of low level events, and thus triggers high level event based on that condition. By introducing a rule engine to GMA, we can provide more complex interaction patterns with complex event processing.

In our extended GMA, CEP rule engine is an intermediary component. It is a consumer from a viewpoint that it processes low level event of the producer, and it is a producer from a viewpoint that it generates high level event by combining multiple low level events.

Deploying CEP rule engine as an intermediary component has several pending issues. One issue is related with the problem of how to synchronize event definition between multiple rule engines. Since event definitions are dynamically changing on the fly, propagating and synchronizing those changes across multiple rule engines are important to guarantee exact operation of extended GMA. In our implementation, we introduced only one CEP rule engine to shun those synchronization issues.

4.3 Pilot implementation for business process

To demonstrate the feasibility of our extended GMA, we implemented a monitoring system for business process. Our pilot system is to trace RosettaNet B2B transactions between trading companies. Figure 4 shows our monitoring system’s service description screen.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we supplemented the simple event handling mechanism of GMA by incorporating CEP concept of EDA to support the monitoring of business process. We also suggested the performance meta-data interface to effectively support query description.

Many trials have been carried out to extend GMA. Most of those efforts are somewhat related to the implementation of GMA for complex event support. For those researches, our research will be helpful as a reference implementation.
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